Your Dietary Digital Twin (DDtwin)

30 October - 3 November 2023, Leiden, the Netherlands

Your Dietary Digital Twin (DDtwin)

Topics

• Extending DDtwin
• Connecting Real-Time Glucose Monitoring Data
• Linking Gut Microbiota Models
• Human-Centered User Interface Design
• Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues for Meaningful Implementation

Scientific Organizers

• Ilja Arts, Maastricht University
• Natal van Riel, Eindhoven University of Technology
• Lydia Afman, Wageningen University
• Sarah Berry, King’s College London
• Ronald Visschers, TiFN
• Alwine Kardinaal, TiFN

The Lorentz Center organizes international workshops for researchers in all scientific disciplines. Its aim is to create an atmosphere that fosters collaborative work, discussions, and interactions.

For registration see: www.lorentzcenter.nl

This workshop is part of the NLeSC-Lorentz program, stimulating multi-disciplinary and data-intensive research in the Netherlands by developing and applying eScience.

Smart sensors, artificial intelligence and simulation models: a digital twin for personalized dietary advice.
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